assimilation follows. Processes of coronalization (Hume 1992) , for example, can be explained as the interplay of the constraints *DORSAL and *MULTIPLE. Similar explanations hold for processes such as voicing assimilation or regressive nasalization.
The constraints BINARY and UNARY on the other hand make statements about preferred types of top-down branching structures, with different preferences on different levels of the hierarchy. While syllables prefer binary branching (the onset requirement), rhymes don't (the NOCODA constraint). These constraints also apply subsegmentally, thus being able to enforce coarticulation or to limit laryngeal specifications. Finally, *LINK(X,Y) captures Hume's (1996) Mother Node Attraction principle, constraining consonant-vowel interactions.
In combination with a constraint on adjacency *SKIP(Category), the proposed small set of constraints not only generalizes the set of structural constraints found in OT literature, it can also model different types of segment interaction, of both the local and the long-distance kind, as will be shown in an array of brief model analyses. Most importantly, however, segment interaction does not need to be enforced by AGREE constraints. Assimilation follows from the interplay of markedness constraints with structural constraints alone. While *MULTIPLE disallows feature sharing, high-ranked constraints on segmental markedness can still trigger spreading, if a violation of *MULTIPLE yields the optimal candidate.
In sum, this proposal amounts to a re-evaluation of some central components of OT. First, representations are argued to have their place in OT. Second, GEN only produces well-formed representations, reducing the number of possible candidates and the number of necessary constraints. Hence, not all phonology is the result of constraint interaction, for UG already provides a filter on GEN. The inclusion of autosegments and Feature Geometry can thus streamline OT considerably and at the same time make more accurate predictions about possible outputs.
